
 

 

Hofheim, January 16th 2013 
 
 

POLAR celebrates the 55th anniversary of 
POLAR Peripheral Equipment and thank you 
with a package of accessories free of charge  
Already in 1958 POLAR built the first peripheral units to optimize 
the processes around the high-speed cutter and has sold 
thousands of units of these helpers around the high-speed cutter 
during these 55 years. 

This has been a significant contribution to establish POLAR as 
trendsetter as well as market leader in the industry and as partner No. 
1 when it comes to cutting. Therefore POLAR would like to thank its 
customers by having put together a very attractive birthday package 

for selected peripheral units.  

Between January 1st and June 30th 2013 customers get an extensive 
package of accessories free of charge when ordering an Automatic 
Jogger RA or a Transomat Unloader TRE.  

• Package free of charge for Automatic Joggers RA-2, RA-4, RA-6 
and RA-7S:  
- FlexStab – an effective solution for jogging unstable materials 
- Conveyor unit stainless steel between automatic jogger and  
 high-speed cutter (max. 100 x 100 cm) 
- Package of accessories for high-speed cutter consisting of a  
 wooden knock-up block, a waste bin and two HSS knives 
 corresponding to the size of the high-speed cutter 

Automatic Jogger RA enables material preparation in reams outside 
the cutting machine with automatic air removal. The precise alignment 
of the cutting reams improves the quality considerably. Blocks can be 
formed more easily from the layers owing to mechanized removal of 
air. The customer benefits from an increase in productivity of the 
cutting machine of up to 40%, because cutting can be continued while 
new material is prepared. 

• Package free of charge for Transomat Unloader TRE 130-4, TRE 
130-5 and TRE 160-6: 
- OPP (Optical Pile Pointer) 
- Stack lift LW 1000-4 (TRE 130) or LW 1200-6 (TRE 160)  
- Package of accessories for high-speed cutter consisting of a  
 wooden knock-up block, a waste bin and two HSS knives 
 corresponding to the size of the high-speed cutter  

Transomat E unloads  the  high-speed  cutter  efficiently  and easily by 
automatically stacking  the  material  with  precisely  aligned  edges.  
The consistent stacking quality allows the direct processing in the 
printing / folding machines. Further customer benefits are the very 
short start-up times owing to size adjustment from the front by means 
of a scale within seconds or the improved ergonomic conditions, 
because the down stacking of heavy loads is no longer necessary. 
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This leads to an increase in productivity  of  the  cutting  machine  of  
up  to  50%, because  stacking  is  performed  simultaneously with 
cutting. 

 

http://www.polar-mohr.com/data/27183/55-years_POLAR-Peripherals-
Internet.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About POLAR  

An independent family business, POLAR develops efficient solutions 
in the post-press branch and positions itself as a global, forward-
looking technology company. The range of products includes 
components and systems for networking and automating various 
processes from loading, via jogging, cutting and die-cutting right 
through to unloading and banding. We have been producing cutting 
machines that are perfect for Print-on-Demand markets working with 
formats up to 46 x 64 cm under the MOHR brand since 2012. Another 
member of the POLAR Mohr group is Dienst Verpackungstechnik 
GmbH, a business producing components and systems for the 
automatic packaging of goods, primarily in the food industry. 

 

 


